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Prostest Raises Voter Awareness
Decision on Voting Rights Act Sparks March in Seaside
Elizabeth Hensley, Staff Reporter
EHENSLEY@CSUMB.EDU

SEASIDE CITIZENS MARCH TO SUPPORT VOTING RIGHTS
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On Saturday Sept. 28,
dozens
of
protesters
marched in Seaside to voice
their opposition of the
Supreme Court’s decision
to bring down Section 4
of the Voting Rights Act.
The National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People’s (NAACP)
Coalition March for Voting
Rights included a march from
City Hall to the Oldemeyer
Center followed by voter
registration and a Voting
Rights Education Program.
Among the protestors was
Shiyla Goodie, a Psychology
major at Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) and President
of CSUMB’s NAACP. Goodie
was able to work with CSUMB
alumnus, Steven Goings, to
spread the news and bring
awareness
to
student’s
voting rights by supporting
this event. Goodie said “It’s
part of my responsibility
as a civil activist to make
sure that students come
out, support the cause and
support the movement.”

Along
with
CSUMB
students, several prominent
officials attended the march.
The Mayor of Marina, Bruce
Delgado, and the Mayor of
Seaside , Ralph Rubio, were
present to lend their support.
Mark Stone, California State
Assembly Member,
told
The Otter Realm that the
Supreme Court’s decision is
“literally taking the voting
handle out of people’s hands.”
Section 4 of the Voting
Rights Act has produced the
requirement that certain
areas of the country get
preapproval of their voting
requirements due to their
history of discrimination
against minority voters.
Other
provisions
would
guarantee
rights
to
citizens with limitations
in the English language or
education, ensuring adequate
information be provided
to cast a meaningful vote.
As of Sept. 30, the
Department of Justice has
already filed suits against
both Texas and North
Carolina for imposing voting
laws that could infringe upon
the rights of minority voters.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 3
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What You Otter Be Doing
October 3 - October 16
10/4

10/5

Personal Growth & Counseling
Center

CSUMB SOCCER vs
SAN FRAN STATE

ZUMBA!

ACADEMIC READING
SKILLS WORKSHOP

Sports Center
Men's: 12:30pm-2:30pm
Women's: 3pm-5pm

10/3
FIRST IN MY FAMILY

Library - Rm 1170
I 4pm-5pm

VAGINA MONOLOGUES STAND UP PADDLING:
AUDITIONS
MONTEREY BAY
Student Center - Small
Conference Room
5pm-8pm

Black Box Cabaret
Saturdays: 10am-11am

BSU JUMP OFF
DANCE
University Center - Ballroom
9pm-Midnight

Off Campus
1pm-4pm

R.A.D. CLASS
Meeting House
6pm-9pm

SHIHANTHE POET
Black Box Cabaret
Rpm-Q-RApm

10/6

10/7

10/8

10/9

INTRO TO
2013B.E.C.
CSUMB SOCCER vs AS SENATE MEETING WORKSHOP
MINDFULNESS
University Center - Living Room MEDITATION
SAN BERNARDINO Student Center - Rm 120
Mondays: 12:15 -2
9 -11
pm

Sports Center
Men's: 11 :30am-1 :30pm
Women's: 2pm-4pm

pm

ZUMBA!

MASS ON CAMPUS

Black Box Cabaret
Mondays: 6pm-7pm

BUILDING 98
Sundays: 6pm

am

am

MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS DAY
Main Quad

Off Campus

Main Quad

9am-4pm

8am-3pm

NSLS ORIENTATION 1

Black Box Cabaret
Saturdays: 10am-11am

AS LOBBY CORPS
MEETING
Student Center - Conference
Room

MODERATED DEBATE:
MEASURES M&K
IN OUR OWN VOICE
Student Center - East Lounge

6pm**8pm

6:30pm-8:30pm

SUICIDE PREVENTION
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL

TURBO-KICKBOXING

Main Quad

Black Box Cabaret
Tuesdays: 6pm-7pm

0PM*-0PM

10/15

2pm-4pm

OPEN HOUSE
World Theater
10am-2pm

OPEN MIC NIGHT
Student Center - East Lounge
7pm-9pm

Black Box Cabaret
Rpm

10/16
UX OFFICE HOURS
Library Café
10:30am-12pm

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
AWARENESS MONTH

INTRO TO
MINDFULNESS
MEDITATION

Student Center - Rm 120

Health & Wellness Services

5pm-7pm

12:30pm-2pm

TURBO-KICKBOXING

MULTICULTURAL
GREEK COUNCIL
MEETING

Black Box Cabaret
Tuesdays: 6pm-7pm

Student Center - Rm 120

ZUMBA!

OSU COMEDY NIGHT:
ASIFALI

AS SENATE MEETING FARM STAND
SE Side of Library
Tuesdays: 12pm-3pm

5pm-6pm

SALINAS ROTUNDA

Student Center - Rm 120
Mondays: 12:15pm-2pm

ZUMBA!

2013 UNIVERSITY
OPEN HOUSE

4:30pm-6:30pm

6:30pm-7pm

Biack Box Cabaret
Mondays: 6pm-7pm

ROCK CLIMBING:
PINNACLES

12:30pm-2pm

FARM STAND

World Theater

BUILDING 98
Sundays: 6pm

MAKING THE LEAP
Health & Wellness Services

SE Side of Library
Tuesdays: 12pm-3pm

LUIZ VALDEZ

MASS ON
CAMPUS

AFFORDABLE
CARE ACT

10/12

Student Center - West Lounge

Student Center - Rm 120

10/14

12:30pm-2pm

10/11

11am-1pm

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
AWARENESS MONTH

10/13

Health & Wellness Services

10/10

Student Center West Lounge
Wednesdays: 8pm-10pm
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Editor’s Column
Adapting to Life As It Comes Our Way

Erin Hawkins, Editor-In-Chief
EHAWKINS@CSUMB.EDU

A little more than a month
into the fall semester, and all
the stresses of college life are
finally kicking in. It seems like
when we least expect it, in the
midst of our busy schedules,
the unexpected throws a
curve ball in our paths.
In this second issue, The
Otter Realm (OR) reflects on
this theme of adapting to the
challenges of the unexpected.
As a bi-monthly newspaper,
we constantly face the
challenge of encompassing
the most relevant news
stories. Whether it is a week
before production, or on the
night of, The OR strives to
incorporate the constant flow
of news on and off campus.
Recently,
Cal
State
Monterey Bay experienced
the loss of 19-year-old
biology student Jesse Baza.
OR designated a section
of this issue to Baza as
our campus mourns his
loss. A small obituary,
and pictures featuring the
student-made-memorial
outside of Pinnacles Suites
are included in this section.
Monday night, Sept. 30
after Congress failed to
pass a funding bill for the
end of the 2013 fiscal year,
the
federal
government

shut down for the first
time in 17 years according
to the Associated Press.
Whether it is on a local or
national level, we experience
these unexpected challenges
every day. The question
then is how do we overcome
these challenges, and what
can we learn from them?
One
thing
OR
has
taught me while facing
the unexpected is how to
think on my feet. Working
on the newspaper you are
constantly bombarded with
news flying at your face.
Just when you think you
have an entire issue planned
out, BOOM the government
shuts down on the night of
production, and someone
has to write a quick news
piece on the current events.
Thinking on my feet, and
tackling the unexpected is
not an easy task. I am the
type of person that likes to
plan ahead and be prepared
for anything. The unexpected
and the unknown is my worst
enemy. However, working
for the newspaper has
taught me you cannot be
prepared for everything.
So when the unexpected
imposes challenges in our
everyday lives, all we can
do is learn to adapt. But in
order to be adaptable, we
must be open to change.
We also must learn to
trust ourselves, and not
underestimate our abilities
to cope with the outcomes
of
unexpected
events.
As the fall semester
carries on, and unexpected
challenges continue to come
our way, OR is prepared to
embrace these challenges.
As a campus wide student
newspaper, we want to keep
students and faculty informed
of these rapid, current, and
challenging events that affect
our campus, community,
and the nation at large.
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Prostest

National Raises

Tutor
Appreciation
Week
The
Academic
Skills Achievement
Program
(ASAP)
will be celebrating
National
Tutor
Appreciation Week
from Oct. 7 - Oct. 11,
2013. During this
week we would like to
invite students, staff
and faculty to stop by
our tutoring center
to say THANKS to
their tutors. The
ASAP
Tutoring
Center is located in
the library 2nd floor
rm 2125. If you have
any questions please
feel free to email
asap@csumb.edu

The
Academic
Skills Achievement
Program
provides
free tutorial support
to
all
CSUMB
students. We support
various courses in
Language,
Math,
and
Science.
In
addition we support
Technology
and
Writing throughout
the curriculum. For
more
information
and
a
complete
listing of courses
we support please
visit asap.csumb.edu

Voter
Awareness
(continued)

voter identification policies
and the reduction of early
voter registration by one
week in North Carolina. Both
of these states would have
required preclearance before
changing their laws prior to
the elimination of Section
4 of the Voting Rights Act.
With the dismantling of
Section 4, Section 5 also went
down. Section 5 gave power to
the United States government
to
take
action
against
jurisdictions who violated
the formula and prevented
them from changing voting
laws right before elections
to manipulate voter turnout.
This part of the law was
proven to work effectively
since its passage in 1965, but
was deemed unconstitutional
in June of this year.
The question then leads to
the reasons why the Supreme
Court voted to strike down
Section 4 of the Voting Rights
Act earlier this year. Chief
Justice, John Roberts, wrote
that the formula is based
on old data and needs to be
revised. He also pointed to
racial disparities by writing,
“Nearly 50 years later, things
have changed dramatically.”
The
Supreme
Court’s
Decision has left the fate of
Section 4 in the hands of
Congress, but as of today
there is no telling when
that will be. That is why
voters, like those in Seaside,
are taking to the streets of
their communities, drawing
attention to this cause.
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Chopstix Wrongfully Exposed?
Scathing Craigslist Post Creates More Questions Than Answers
onslaught against Chopstix,
with
negative
reviews
being posted on review
site Yelp and other social
media forums
including
Facebook
and
Twitter.
Owner Mikey Nguyen
has been adamant in his
defense of the restaurant,
having been quoted in the
Monterey Herald saying “It
is easy to pick up a dead rat
and put it on a mop and take

prove his innocence. John
Ramirez,
Environmental
Health Director, came to
the restaurant and found no
evidence. Ramirez reported
to local news source, KSBW,
that these photos were
old, stating that they had
been used two years ago on
three separate occasions.
“Same
photos,
same
accusations. All three times
my staff went out, did

“I was shocked to hear of
the horrible things that they
were accused of doing,” said
In a Craigslist ad put up
Bushra Ahmad, sophomore
on Sept. 14, 2013, a former
at
Monterey
Peninsula
employee of the Vietnamese
College
and
regular
restaurant
Chopstix
in
customer
of
Chopstix.
Monterey,
attempted
to
“Now that I know it was a
expose
everything
that
lie, I feel more comfortable
goes on inside of this
with what I was eating.”
establishment.
In
this
Jessica Sanchez, senior at
post, there were claims of
Cal State Monterey Bay said,
management
unfairly
“I love that place. I knew it
splitting tips, not
was false, so
allowing
proper
""All three times my staff went out, did inspections, and I continued
breaks
during
going.
found no basis for the complaints]•
shifts, and frequent
Although,
I
gossiping
by
managers pictures.” Nguyen defended inspections, and found no know other people thought it
about
other
employees. his break system, saying basis for the complaints from was true and said they'd never
The most damaging part that employees were free the pictures or whatever was go
there.”
of the ad were the pictures to take five-minute breaks written” Ramirez told KSBW.
The claims of forced tip
included.
These
photos whenever it was not too busy
Ramirez found no major splitting may be unfair to
depicted raw chicken being inside of the restaurant. or minor violations, allowing the employees but is not
prepped in a sink designated
Immediately after the Chopstix to keep its “gold seal illegal as long as the owner
for dishes only, dead rats in Craigslist post went viral, certification.” The gold seal does not take a cut of them,
the kitchen, and cockroaches Nguyen called the Monterey indicates a facility is above as explained by California
inside of the drink lids. County Health Department and beyond the minimum set Work Code 351. As for the
These photos helped lead an and requested a visit to by the California Food Code. work breaks, a regulated
Nolan Davis, Staff Reporter
NDAVIS@CSUMB.EDU

-minute break must be
given under the California
Industrial
Welfare
Commission Wage Order.
The Craigslist ad was
immediately pulled down
following the exposure it
received. The negative Yelp
reviews related to the ad
were removed from the
database as well. It seems
as though Chopstix has
the opportunity to survive
this ordeal with the chance
to move forward towards
a
brighter
future.

New Bike Sharing Program a Huge Hit
Should It Be Considered on College Campuses?
Osvaldo Garibay, Staff Reporter
OGARIBAY@CSUMB.EDU

San
Francisco
recently
launched its new bike-sharing
program giving bike riders a
new means of transportation
around the city. With its
success in San Francisco, it
raises the question of whether
this type of program could
benefit college campuses.
The program is called Bay
Area Bike Share (BABS) and
allows bike riders to rent a
bike for up to 30 minutes
at a time and drop it off at a
bike hub. The bike riders can
ride from one hub to the next
without any problem. The
program has gained positive
feedback
from
riders.
However, there may be

a few complications with
this bike-sharing program.
BABS requires riders to
register online before renting
a bike, making it difficult
for those traveling without
internet access. The issue
of bike hubs being full and
preventing a rider from
returning it is also present.
At Cal State University
Monterey Bay (CSUMB),
the campus is fairly small
and has many students who
commute from around the
area. As of now the Otter Bike
Center provides students
who commute, a place to
store a bike to ride on campus
called the Bike Bunker, for
a small fee. The fee ranges
from $20 to $50 a year. The
Bike Bunker is used by many
students and is perfect for the

current size of the campus.
When considering this
bike-sharing program at
, Mike Hardt, an Outdoor
Leadership
Assistant
at
CSUMB said in an interview
with The Otter Realm,
“I don’t see a need for it
now maybe in the future.”
Students
from
East
Campus may benefit with a
bike-sharing program, as it
would eliminate the need of
waiting for the bus or trolley
in order to get to campus.
East campus is a short bike
ride from main campus, and
allows flexibility for students
when it comes to their
schedule. The problem here
is “the lack of a dedicated
bike lane between here
and East Campus” Hardt
explained. If there is a low

demand for bike-sharing
at such a small campus,
what then can students
use to get around campus?
“Our
focus
is
to
improve
ongoing
public
transportation,” said Casey
Andrews, who works at The
Nook at the Transportation
Resource Center. The Nook is
located in Mountain Hall and
it serves as a place for students
to receive information about
transportation services on
campus and has the most
updated MST Riders Guide.

EXAMPLE OF BABS DROP OFF HUB
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
NAOTAKE MURAYAMA
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Night Safety Complications On Campus
Blue Light Emergency Phones a Thing of the Past, or a Beacon of Safety?

Jackie Fox, Staff Reporter
JACFOX@CSUMB.EDU

Personal safety is again
a topic of concern for
many
students,
giving
the blue light emergency
phones a new relevance.
The emergency phones
began
as
wall-mounted
phone stations with a blue
light at the entrances of
almost every building. They
operate on a landline which
means that when a student
presses the button, a call
goes directly to dispatch, as
well as the location of the
phone. “We‘ve been pushing
really hard over the last few
years to migrate to a silo
style,” Chief of Police, Earl
Lawson said. “The argument
being that one centrally
placed
silo
emergency
phone serves a larger area.”
As new silo phones are THIS MAP SHOWS ALL THE LOCATIONS FOR EMERGENCY PHONES ON CSUMB'S CAMPUS
put in, the surrounding
wall-mounted phones are and is in unpopulated areas.” Phones are not included on months. However, between,
being phased out. “We’re
Hailee Miller, a Marine any map published by the that time,
phones can
trying to find that balance Biology major, was a night campus, and unless a student become damaged with the
where they have them in student. “The class was in the is looking, they may not see older ones breaking down.
areas where people are library and I lived all the way them. Cierra Rauch, a senior
So are the phones going
more vulnerable - in path of in North Quad. Sometimes HCOM major, said, “I don't away? Probably not any time
travel - but not littering the I was walking with my know where the emergency soon. Lawson said, “There
campus,” Lawson added. roommate but other times phone is if I ever needed it... I is still a place culturally for
think the them, but I think technology
One
silo
emergency phone
school
wise, they’re aging fast.” As
We’re trying to find that balance where should
station
costs
Miller puts it, “It's better to
approximately
they have them in areas where people are make it have them, even not used
$18,000. Human
a priority as often, than to not have
more vulnerable - in path of travel - but to inform them and a student not be
Communications
(HCOM)
students
near one in an emergency.”
not littering the campus
professor,
of
the
Lawson’s advises students >
Sharlene Gregg
locations
and faculty to be aware of
said. “We offer several night I wasn't. It is good to know of the emergency phones their
surroundings,
and
courses which may require there are emergency phones and the night-walk service.” know where the, lights are
students to walk alone in on campus,” Miller stated. Another problem with the before going to class or
dark areas. Few students
The phones are a program phones are maintenance. The work. There are
seem to use the police escort in transition, making it Information and Technology phones on campus; Buildings
service. Also, some of our difficult for students to keep Department (IT) inspects
parking has poor lighting track of where they are. each phone once every six by the door. “When you’re

PHOTO PROVIDED BY CSUMB.EDU

walking around the campus
at night, you should be able
to see them from just about
anywhere” said Lawson.
Cal State Monterey Bay
provides
several
safety
services which students and
faculty can take advantage
of.
If a student is not
comfortable trusting their
cell phone or the emergency
phones, the
Night-Walk
service is available and can be
d at: h.831.582.3573.
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Addressing Hot Issues While
Keeping His Cool
Professor john a. powell Talks Student Life, College Pranks, and
Staying Positive
Elizabeth Hensley, Staff Reporter
EHENSLEY@CSUMB.EDU

Fighting for social equality
requires direct involvement
with controversial issues,
and may leave many feeling
discouraged. However, this
is not the case for Professor
john a. powell (who prefers
to leave the capital letters off
of his name), the Executive

Director of the Haas Institute
for a Fair and Inclusive Society
at University of California,
Berkeley. His
tenacious
approach to sensitive issues
like race, sexual orientation,
and poverty,
not only
make these issues more
comprehensible but yeild a
sense of purpose. I could not
help but wonder what kind
of man he is - or better yet,

what kind of a student he
once was. In an interview for
The Otter Realm at Cal State
University Monterey Bay’s
event, “Social Equity: New
Policies for a New Reality”,
I was givin the opportunity
to briefly look inside the life
of Professor john. a. powell.
The
Otter
Realm
(OR): What were you
like
as
a
student?
Professor
john
a.
powell (Pjp): I was very
curious growing up, I loved
learning
but
also
loved
people
and
was
concerned
about
suffering.
There was a period when
I was in law school and
graduate school where I
didn’t get my grades so I
don’t know how I did. I was
trying to create a new space
where I wasn’t driven by just
grades, so I was like, if I’m
flunking out they’ll tell me.
OR: Were you involved
in any activities or clubs
when you were in college?
Pjp: Sure. I helped start
the Black Student Union at
Stanford. I was very much
involved in demonstrations
around Bobby Seale at
Yale and then I went to
Berkeley and I was very
involved in student activities
and protests, but also just

involved in life. It’s hard to
know where you’re going.
To be willing to act without
knowing that things are going
to turn out a certain way, I
think that’s what life calls for.
OR:
Is
there
a
particular
teacher
that stands out for you
in
your
education?
Pjp: There are a few. When
I was in high school there
was a track coach named
John Telford. In college,
my philosophy teacher. My
father
and
mother,
who
were not
formally
educated
but
they gave me a deep sense
of love and value and
concern that still guides me.
OR: When was the
moment
that
you
realized that it was
your passion to teach?
Pjp: That’s probably not
my passion. I like teaching,
but my passion is to make
the world a better place for
all living expressions. I first
realized that when I was 11
years old and I’ve just been
trying to figure out howto do it.
OR: With all of the
heavy subject matter
you cover in your work,
you do not seem to be
depressed.
How
are
you able to maintain

"We shouldn't put

off living while we
engage in life "

PROFESSOR JOHN A. POWELL ATCSUMB

PHOTO PROVIDED BY: ELIZABETH
HENSLEY

a

positive
attitude?
Pjp: What is essential is
two things. One is that you
are not doing these things
by yourself, you are doing
them in community so there
are wonderful people you’re
working with. But also,
depression largely comes
from a sense of powerlessness
and hopelessness. If you
really engage, you are less
likely to be depressed. I
think engagement is actually
more
important
than
almost anything else; more
important than happiness,
and more important than
even physical health. To
be fully engaged, to me
that’s both a political space,
but also a spiritual space.
OR: Did you ever take
part in any school pranks
when you were in college?
Pjp: Oh sure! Well, the
draft was around, and we’d
actually call up the draft and
enlist one of our friends.
OR:
Woah!
Pjp: Well, yeah, but it
didn’t actually go through
[Laughs]. We did the normal
stuff at the time, and I think
it’s important to have fun
and to have a sense of humor.
We shouldn’t put off living
while we engage in life.
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Shutdown: Its Cause and Effects
Obamacare Creates Dissention Among Congress
Guest Writer

The inability of Congress
to approve the budget
for
the
current
fiscal
year caused a national
crisis called government
shutdown.
Since Oct. 1
the shutdown is affecting
hundreds of thousands of
federal employees who are
working without pay, or are
forced to take furloughs.
In California, the shutdown
impacts at least 169,000
civilian government workers,
according to Los Angeles
Times. In Monterey County,
the Naval Graduate School
closed more of its operations.
Other agencies like the
Presidio and the Defense
Language Institute keep open
with only essential workers.
The Monterey Herald reports
that the Pinnacles National
Park closed its doors to
visitors and the Fort Ord's
prescribed burns are stalled.
Anyone is or will be
affected in some degree by the
shutdown. Federal agencies
manage grants,
support
loans,
produce
national
research, handle contracts,
and evaluate programs. For
instance, research by the

Environmental
Protection
Agency
(EPA),
food
inspections conducted by the
Food Drugs Administration
(FDA), hotlines for taxpayers
at the Internal Revenue
Services, (IRS), research
on epidemics by the Center
for Disease Control (CDC),
and the supply of food for
women and children in
need, by the WIC program,
are services impaired by
the shutdown which impact
communities
everywhere.
Experts
predict
that
the
shutdown
crisis
negatively
impacts
the
overall economic recovery,
creates distrust in public
institutions. According to
CNN analyst, Fareed Zakaria,
this episode affects the
credibility of the US in the
international community.
Not
all
federal
agencies
have
shut
down.
Essential
services
including
Homeland
Security,
Medicare,
Medicaid
and Postal Services
continue to operate
normally.
Active
military personnel do
not suffer furloughs
due to a last minute

maneuver. Congress and
president Obama signing
the "Pay Our Military Act,"
which ensures continuous
payment
for
activeduty
military
members,
according to a report by the
Washington Post on Sept. 30.

Republicans tried to repeal
the Affordable Care Act
(or Obamacare) 42 times
in recent months
and
failed. But this time they
used the national budget
deadline as a leverage to
pressure the dismantling of
Obamacare. They demanded
How
Did
We to
defund
Obamacare,
Get
Here? but their proposal got a
strong negative from the
The crisis was the Senate and the president.
result of the ideological “It is the law of the land,”
divisions
between Senator Harry Reid leader
k the
republican- of the Senate said. It passed
dominated House congress, was signed by the
of Representatives president and ratified by the
and
theSupreme Court, Reid said.
DemocraticIn one of the last iterations
lead Senate. of the budget proposal, the
House of Representatives,
lead by Tea Party members,
pushed for a year delay of
Obamacare. To eliminate
some of its provisions, in
exchange for passing the
budget. President Obama
demanded Congress do their
job and not to use the budget
as a threat. “Unfortunately
Congress has not fulfilled
its
responsibility,”
if
stated the president.

Congressman Sam Farr
(D-California) criticized his
opponents in his website:
"Instead of joining with
the Democrats and the
White House to grow our
economy and create jobs,
the Republicans and their
Tea Party wing have decided
to once again hold our
entire country hostage until
the Tea Party’s demand
to defund or delay the
Affordable Care Act is met.”
Tea
Party
Republican
leaders passionately continue
to argue against Obamacare
and still insist in defunding
it or repealing the law, and
some of them expect to keep
the government shutdown as
a leverage for the next battle:
the raising of the debt ceiling.
In spite of the shutdown,
the open enrollment period
for Obamacare began on
Oct. 1, when uninsured
citizens started purchasing
health plans administrated
by exchange organizations
in each state. It is expected
that millions of uninsured
individuals will be covered
by a plan on Jan. 2014.
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Father of Chicano(a) Padre del Teatro Chicano(a)
Theater Visits CSUMB Visita CSUMB
Luis Valdez Talks Theater and Activism Luis Valdez Habla de Teatro y Activismo
Traducción: Estella Porras
EPORRAS@CSUMB.EDU

Alexis Barry, Staff Reporter
ABARRY@CSUMB.EDU

On Oct. 8 Luis Valdez - playwright,
actor, director and film director will give a presentation about past
and current perspectives on the
Chicano(a) movement and the role of
theater in supporting it. The talk will
take place at the Cal State Monterey
Bay’s (CSUMB) World Theater..
Not only is Valdez a founding
faculty’ member at CSUMB but is also
known as the Father of Chicano/a
theater.
Valdez worked in San
Francisco with a mime troupe for a
short time, then went home to Delano,
California. At this time, the United
Farm Workers Union wzas forming.
The workers were on strike for union
recognition, and Valdez used this
opportunity to gather the strikers,
allowing some to become volunteers.
With no financial backing, Valdez
founded El Teatro Campesino in
1965 at the age of 25. Valdez and
the actors traveled on a flatbed
truck and produced multiple oneact political skits called “actos” in
churches, storefronts and even on
the fields. His first acto, “The Theft,”
was about the harassment and
crucifixion of a beatnik. These skits
were meant to educate and inform
farmworkers and although each acto
wras different all of them called for
justice and social change. Due to the
popularity’ and success of the skits,
Valdez was able to go on a nation
wide tour in the summer of 1967.
Along with being the founder of El
Teatro Campesino, Valdez is credited
with being a council member of the
National Endowment of the Arts and
a founding member of the California
Arts Council. Valdez is the founder of
an annual art festival that takes place
in Fresno. Valdez's awadred an array
of recognitions ranging from the
Presidential Medal of the Arts, to the
Governors Award of the California
Arts Council. Some of his best known

works include Zoot Suit, Corridos and
La Bamba, a movie released in 1987
following the life and career ofChicano
rock 'n* roll star Ritchie Valens.
Students are eager to see Luis
Valdez come to CSUMB. Imelda
Larios, senior, said, "I am excited to
see him come and talk at our school, I
can’t wait to see what he speaks about. ”
Valdez's talk will be at 7p.m. in the
World Theater at CSUMB. Doors will
open at 6:30p.m. The event is free for
the community. Valdez will also be
discussing the United Farmworkers
Union and theater as a tool for social
activism. After the lecture he will
take questions from the audience.

THE FATHER OF CHICANO(A)

El 8 de octubre Luis Valdez dramaturgo, actor y director de cinedn.rá u na presentación sobro el pasad o
y presente del movimiento Chicano(a)
y el papel del teatro en apoyarlo.
1.a charla tendrá lugar en el World
Theater do la Universidad Es tatal de
California Monterey Bay (CSUMB ).
Ademá de ser uno de los maestros
fundadores de CSUMB, Valdez es
conocido como el padre del teatro
Chicano(a). El empezó su experiencia
teatral en San Francisco con una
compañía de mimos. Su recreso a su
hogar en Delano, California coincidió
con la formación del Sindicato de
Trabajadores Agrícolas Unidos. Los
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trabajadores estaban en huelga
tratando de ganar reconocimiento
y Valdez utilizó la oportunidad para
reunir a los huelguistas y convertir a
algunos de ellos en actores voluntarios.
Sin apoyo financiero, Valdez
fundó El Teatro Campesino en 1965
cuando tenía sólo 25 años. Valdez y
los actores recorrieron el estado en
el platón de un camión y produjeron
múltiples parodias políticas en un
experimento teatral llamado "actos."
Los actos los presentaban en las
iglesias, almacenes e incluso en los
campos. Su primer acto, “El Robo,”
se trató del acoso y la crucifixión de
un beatnik. Estas parodias estaban
destinadas a educar e informar a los
trabajadores del campo y aunque
cada acto era diferente, todos los
actos representaban un llamado a la
justicia y el cambio social. Finalmente,
debido a la popularidad y el éxito de
las parodias, Valdez pudo emprender
una gira nacional en el verano de 1967.
Además de ser el fundador de El
Teatro Campesino, Valdez es un
miembro del consejo de la Fundación
Nacional de las Artes y miembro
fundador del Consejo de Artes de
California. Él es también el fundador
de un festival de arte anual que tiene
lugar en Fresno. Sus premios incluyen
la Medalla Presidencial de las Artes y el
Premio de Gobernadores del Consejo
de las Artes de California. Algunas
de sus obras más conocidas son Zoot
Suit, Corridos y La Bamba, que es
una película filmada en 1987 y cuenta
la vida y la carrera de la estrella del
rock'n' roll Chicano Ritchie Valens.
Los estudiantes están ansiosos
por ver a Luis Valdez. Imelda Larios,
sénior, dijo: "¡Estoy muy emocionada
de verlo venir y hablar en la escuela!
No puedo esperar a ver qué dice."
La charla de Valdez será un evento
gratuito que empezará a las 7:00 p.m.
en el World Theater. Las puertas se
abrirán alas 6:30 p.m. Él hablará sobre
el sindicato de trabajadores del campo
y del teatro como una herramienta de
activismo. Al final el evento incluirá
una sesión de preguntas y respuestas.
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Adobes Under Pressure Aware of the Otter
Cooper-Molera Buildinqs Resistinq Commercialization Friends of the Sea and Their
Constant Struggle to Survive
Yuri Lara. Staff Reporter
YLARA@CSUMB.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDED BY KYLE MAGNUSON

Ryan Foreman, Staff Reporter
FOREMAN@CSUMB.EDU

The Cooper-Molera Adobe
House and Gardens, known
for its historical adobe
structures,
deep
green
gardens, and 2.4 acres lot,
could
be
reconstructed
into a commercial kitchen
with shops and a parking
lot by the hands
of
commercial
developers.
This
National
Trust
Historic Site is located at the
corner of Polk and Munras
Street in the downtown
district of Monterey, and
is included in the City of
Monterey historic overlay
zone. “It will be a crime if we
lose this important historical,
cultural asset, and beautiful,
serene
garden,”
said
Nancy Runyon, a member
of the Monterey Historic
Preservation
Commission.
The
Cooper-Molera
buildings
provide
a
retrospective look through
California’s
history.
It
was formerly the home of
John Rogers Cooper and
Encornacion Vallejo Cooper,
who
played
important
roles before and after the
Mexican American War,
and the annexation of
California.
It has been described
by the California’s State
Parks as “the vehicle for the
most exciting and relevant
historical
internretive

effort in the Monterey area,
if not the entire state.”
One concerned Pacific
Grove local, Bob Reese,
expressed his opinion about
this particular issue in a letter
to the editor in The Monterey
Herald, “ ‘the residents and
city of Monterey should
not let this investment
of taxpayers dollars be
passed on to a developer
to capitalize upon.’ ” He
suggests experiencing the
serene environment of the
Cooper-Molera site before
making a decision, “ ‘go visit
Cooper-Molera. Step through
the adobe walls into Cooper’s
garden and you will enter a
quiet magical place. Then
write, phone, email or fax
your elected representatives
in Sacramento and ask
them
to
contact
the
director of state parks to
present your concerns.’ ”
Another letter to the editor
in The Monterey Herald
expressed a different view on
the matter. Seaside resident,
James. B. Toy said, “ ‘One
would get the impression
that the National Trust for
Historic Preservation was
planning to gut the building,
put in a chain restaurant,
close the garden and maybe
even turn flowerbeds to
parking lots. Let’s calm
down until a specific exact
proposal is laid out.’ ”
California taxpayers have
spent millions of dollars
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restoring, interpreting, and
operating the Adobe as a
State Park over the last 40
years. It was restored from
1979-1985, including the
installation of a new roof,
with steel reinforcement of
the structural systems, and
stabilization of the adobe
walls by the insertion of
steel columns supported
on concrete footings. New
wood floorings and plaster
ceilings were also installed in
selected locations. The real
question prevails: Should
this multi-million investment
now go to commercial
developers for their gain?
The National Trust and
Foothill Partners submitted a
proposal that would include
new construction for two
restaurant kitchens, (one
between the Cooper Adobe
and Red House, and another
between the Barn and Spear
Warehouse)
an
outdoor
cooking area, retail operation
in the Corner Store, restroom
facilities in the Corner Store
Addition, and a public events
and performing arts space in
the Barns. The exact cost of
this project is still undecided,
but is estimated to be greater
than the construction costs of
TraderJoe’s and Pete’s Coffee,
which the Foothill Partners
also designed and fabricated.

For more information contact
Nancy Runyon through email:
nancy@ nancyrunyon. com

Sept. 22 - 28 Researchers,
academics, zoos, aquariums,
marine
institutions,
the
conservation
community,
and several businesses came
together to inform the public
of serious issues involving
sea otters for the 11 Annual
Sea Otter Awareness Week.
Sea
Otter
Awareness
Week addressed subjects
including sea otter history,
their
importance
in
the ecosystem, and the
declamation of population
and its effects on humans.
Sea otters play a large
role in keeping kelp forest
ecosystems healthy because
they invertebrate gazers
toff kelp, which in turn
supports many organisms.
However, over the years
the population of otters
have decreased because of
causes such as infectious
diseases, contaminates, oil
spills, predators, and not
so
natural
phenomena.
However,
infectious
diseases and oil spills have
been the higher mortality
rate of sea otter death.
Infectious diseases come
from pathogenic bacteria
and parasites containing
pharmaceutical
products,
hormones and nutrients that

SEA OTTER AND HER PUPS

come from storm runoff,
leaking, sewage systems and
farm runoffs. Oil spills can
soak an otter’s fur inhibiting
their ability to insulate
from the cold seawater and
retain air, causing them
to die from hypothermia.
The oil also damages the
otter’s liver, kidneys, and
lungs when they intake oil
from grooming or inhaling.
Sept.
23
Cal
State
University Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) hosted a lecture
with guest speakers Ron
Eby and Robert Scoles,
research volunteers, at the
University Center Ballroom.
In
the
lecture,
the
speakers
discussed
the
Elkhorn Slough and how it
has “been re-colonized by
otters” said Scoles. Eby and
Scoles also explained their
research plans for fall 2013.
Their research will try to
accomplish two goals: first
to see how sea otters are
using estuarine habitats and
prey resources, and second
to
inform
conservation
and
restoration
efforts
about bettering the habitat
of sea otters in California.
“State Coastal Conservancy
of California is funding this
research” Scoles said. It
proved to be an informational,
and beneficial week for
the home of the Otters.
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The
NSA
Gets
Animated
David Rees Lampoons Spy-Center In Cartoon
Benjamin Wilson, Staff Reporter
BEWILSON@CSUMB.EDU

Ever since former National
Security
Agency
(NSA)
contractor Edward Snowden
disclosed the secret of
an electronic program in
charge of spying on the
American people, the NSA
malaise has brought the
public one step closer to
George
Orwell’s
“1984.”
While knowing Big Brother
is watching, Wired Video’s
new web series Codefellas
attempts to lift spirits from
the surveillance state blues.
Depicting the world behind
the spy camera, "Codefellas"
concerns the office politics
of up-and-coming computer
hacker,
Nicole
Winters
(voiced by stand-up comedian
Emily Heller) as she goes
toe-to-toe on wiretapping
routines with old-school spy,
Henry Topple (The Daily
Show’s John Hodgman).

Written by cartoonist David
Rees, the creator of comic
strip “Get Your War On”
(GYWO) produced this new
web series "Codefellas" to
provide an escape from
the dystopia of today.
Rees
sat
down
in
an interview with The
Otter Realm to discuss
his
latest
endeavor
Benjamin
Wilson:
Between 2001 and 2009,
you worked on the comic
strip “GYWO.” How does
writing for a web series
(Codefellas) now compare
to
that
experience?
David Rees: Making a
web series is much more
collaborative than making a
print cartoon. One reason I
like working on Codefellas
(and the animated version
of
“GYWO”) is sharing
ideas with actors, producers,
animators, etc. It feels less
isolated than just sitting

in front of my computer
writing cartoons by myself.
BW: Tubefilter described
Codefellas as 'somewhere
between
Doonesbury
and Archer'. How would
you sum up Codefellas
to
the
uninitiated?
DR: It’s a comedy about
two co-workers at the NSA.
One of them is old-school
and thinks all you need for
spying is a good disguise. The
other is a young hacker who
knows the future of spying
is all about computers.
Basically it’s a generational
clash taking place inside
the most mysterious agency
in the U.S. government.
BW: "Get Your War
On” dealt with many of the
anxieties surrounding 9/11
and the War on Terror.
Would you say Codefellas
picks up thematically where
“GYWO” left off or something
completely
different?"

DR: Codefellas is less
biting and angry than
“GYWO”. It's more character
based, so it's a little sillier and
light-hearted. It doesn't have
a lot of the darkness that
people responded to in “Get
Your War On.” Also, due to
our production schedule, we
were actually recording the
final episodes of "Codefellas"
as all the Edward Snowden
stuff was coming out, so we
couldn't directly address
a lot of the particular
revelations
re:
PRISM,
telephonic interceptions, etc.
etc. Whereas “GYWO” was
a weekly project, so it was
easy to address the issues
of the day. In that sense
Codefellas might actually age
better than “GYWO,” since
it's more about characters
than
breaking
news.
BW:
Any advice to
cartoonists at Cal State
University Monterey Bay

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
DAVID REES
MEREDITH HEUER
STRIKING A POSE
IN HIS WORKSHOP

hoping to make it writing
or drawing comic strips
for
a
living?
DR: Advice? Be sure to
make work that pleases
you, because there will
be plenty of times when
it doesn't pay the bills.
"Codefellas"
currently
streams free on Wired
Video
and
YouTube.

The Great Outdoors
Outdoor Recreation Club Provides A Student Escape
Hannah Longergan, Staff Reporter
HLONGERGAN@CSUMB.EDU

STUDENT CLIMBS TO THE TOPAT THE
OUTDOOR RECREATION EVENT

HANNAH LONGERGAN

Fresh air, sunlight, and
dark caverns make it easy to
forget about all the stresses
of a hectic college life.
On Sept. 27 The Outdoor
Recreation club ventured out
to Pinnacles National Park
for a day of hiking and rock
climbing. The trip was filled
with group support, fresh
air. and physical activity.
The students ranged from
freshmen to seniors, all with
different climbingexperience.
The
club
programs
are
designed
to

improve teamwork, group
cohesion.
cooperation,
communication, and develop
skills in problem solving.
Rick Dawson, founder
of the club, described rock
climbing similar to that of
a puzzle. Climbers must
learn to solve the puzzle
by figuring out where to
put their hands and feet.
While
the
climbers
all ascended the rocks,
those
on
the
ground
created
a
sense
of
camaraderie
as
they
encouraged
the
accomplishments
of
their
peers.

Mike
Briney.
the
Co-President of the club,
said. "Outdoor Recreation
is all about giving students
the
opportunity
and
skills to experience the
wilderness
here
around
CSUMB's
campus."
This
semester.
The
Outdoor Recreation Club
offers activities ranging from
stand up paddle boarding,
to kayaking, and camping
in Yosemite and Big Snr.
Fresh air and exercise can
help rejuvenate any mind,
body, or soul, by getting in
touch with mother-nature,
fellow students, and yourself .
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Educational Opportunities
Spring to Life
CSUMB Major's Fair 2013
Erin Hawkins, Editor in Chief
EHAWKINS@CSUMB.EDU

STUDENT LEADERS AT THE SERVICE LEARNING TABLE AT THE 2013
MAJOR'S FAIR

The
University
Center
Ballroom hummed with
the ambitious chatter of
students and faculty at Cal
State University Monterey
Bay’s annual Majors Fair
on Monday,
Sept.
30.
Students
and
faculty
filled the UC Ballroom
at 12 p.m. with tables
displaying information on
major departments, career
pathways,
internships,
research
opportunities,
study abroad programs, and
health and wellness support.
The crowd buzzed from
table to table surveying the
programs and services each
university department and
organization had to offer.
Blue banners were used
to
represent
university
departments, while other
programs
created
their
own space using colorful
poster boards and displays.

The following departments
were some of the majors
representedatthefair: Science
and Environmental Policy,
Biology, Marine Science,
Division
of
Humanities
and
Communication,
Global
Studies,
Social
and Behavioral Sciences,
Psychology,
Business,
Collaborative Health and
Human Services, Cinematic
Arts and Technology, Visual
and Public Art, Liberal
Studies, Spanish, Japanese
Language
and
Culture,
Information
Technology
and
Communication
Design,
and
Nursing.
In addition to major
departments,
several
university programs made
a presence such as the
Undergraduate Research and
Opportunities Center (UROC)
represented
by
Bobby
Quinonez,
Administrative
Support Coordinator. This
program
helps
students
develop
undergraduate
research
and
develop
skills for graduate school
or a professional career.

Representatives
from
Career Development, Thomas
Rogers, Career Advisor and
Event
Coordinator,
and
Rhonda Mercadal-Espinosa,
Coordinator
of
Career
Development, created an
attractive display of major
buttons and a colorful poster
to showcase their services.
They offer help with career
pathways,
resume
and
interview training, and host
events such as the Graduate
and
Professional
School
Fair coming Oct. 21, 2013.
Academic
Skills
Achievement
Program,
Service Learning Student
Leaders, the Health and
Wellness Center, Personal
Growth
and
Counseling
Center, Cal State University
International Program, and
Student Disability Resources
were among some of the
other student support and
opportunity
programs
available
for
students.
Participants
gradually
trickledoutoftheUCBallroom
around 2 p.m. when the
event finally came to a close.

MEMBERS OF THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT: ACADEMIC ADVISOR,
CHRISSY LOFGREN (LEFT) WITH STUDENTS, KYLE FIREK (MIDDLE) &
GUDDIRAMSARAN (RIGHT)

JAY SINGH, ASAP PROGRAM ANALYST SHOWCASES AT 2013
MAJOR'S FAIR

FELICIA PRESTWOOD (LEFT) &
KATIE FISHER (RIGHT) GIVE INFO ON
STUDYABROAD
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BOBBY QUINONEZ ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
COORDINATOR FOR UROC
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT COORDINATORS RHONDA
MERCADAL ESPINOSA & THOMAS ROGERS

JILL JOLLEY (RIGHT) TALKS BUSINESS WITH INTERESTED

STUDENT AT 2013 MAJOR'S FAIR

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE MEMBERS TALK TO STUDENTS ABOUT THEIR PROGRAM

MARINE SCIENCE FACULTY, DR. RIKK KVITEK (RIGHT), TALKS
WITH POTENTIAL MARINE SCIENCE MAJORS

LIBERAL STUDIES FACULTY: LATANYA WILSON (LEFT), DR. SCOTT WALTZ
(MIDDLE), TIFFANY WARD (MIDDLE), & KRISTIN LOCKRIDGE (RIGHT)

PROFESSORS PAT WATSON (LEFT) & KEVIN CAHILL (RIGHT) REPRESENTING ITCD AT2013 MAJOR'S FAIR
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Unresolved Differences
The Nuclear Challenges of North Korea and Iran
Uaritza Rodriguez, Staff Reporter
LLRODRIGUEZ@CSUMB.EDU

While
Syria's
weapons
resolution is still pending,
other countries are also in
diplomatic
discussions.
In the face of nuclear
developments, two local
scholars consider the current
matter and possible solutions.
The Monterey Bay Chapter
of the United Nations
Association (UNA) of the
United States of America
(USA) featured the event
with two guest speakers
at the Monterey Institute
of International
Studies
(MIIS) on Wednesday, Sept.
18, 2013. The discussion
centered
on
addressing
nuclear
development
in
North Korea and Iran.
The goal of the UNA
USA is to help build an
understanding
of
the
ideals and the work of the
United Nations (UN) at a
local level. The UNA USA
wholeheartedly supports the
UN and promotes the County
of Monterey to do so as well.
Before the speakers took

Nations Association and the
importance of their voices.
After introductions by
Gary Davis, representing

JON BROOK WOLFSTHAL(LEFT) AND DR. JEFFREY LEWIS(RIGHT)
ANSWERING AUDIENCE QUESTIONS

"We talk, we reach a deal,
each side seems unsatisfied, the deal unravels, then
we talk again "
-Dr. Jeffrey Lewis
the stage, as the audience
was being seated, there was
a low murmur of chatter,
some in French and Russian.
At the rear of the stage,
various flags waved proudly,
representing the countries
involved with the United

Studies(CNS) at the MIIS.
He formerly served three
years as Special Advisor
for Vice President Joe

the Board of Directors, and
Larry Levine, Vice President
of the UNA Monterey
Bay, the first speaker, Jon
Brook Wolfsthal, took the
stage. He serves as Deputy
Director of the James Martin
Center for Nonproliferation

Biden for national security
and
nonproliferation.
Wolfsthal began the lecture
by discussing Iran and the
Non-Proliferation
Treaty
(NPT) that Iran voluntarily
joined and violated. Their
refusal to cooperate and to
answer reasonable questions
is an assurance of their
threat, “it undermines us
for them to have weapons.”
According
to
the
National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA), The
Non-Proliferation
Treaty’s
objective is to prevent the
spread of nuclear weapons

and to promote the use of
nuclear energy to achieve
nuclear
disarmament.
The NNSA is responsible
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to
detect,
secure,
and
dispose of these materials.
The NPT came into effect
in 1970, joined by 190 parties.
North Korea withdrew in
2003. India, Israel, and
Pakistan are also non-parties.
All four of these countries
have openly declared to
having nuclear weapons.
Dr.
Jeffrey
Lewis,
Director of the East Asia
Nonproliferation Program,
discussed
matters
with
a humorous perspective,
explaining
the
situation
in terms of patterns, “we
talk, we reach a deal, each

side seems unsatisfied, the
deal unravels, then we talk
again...lather, rinse, repeat.”
When asked about what
America can do to better
the situation, Dr. Lewis
responded that the “tortured
history with Iran is what is
preventing us from openly
discussing things, we want
to get along, but that is
hard. It means having
to look the other way.”
Friday Sept. 27, President
Obama spoke with Iranian
President, Hassan Rouhani,
for the first time since
1979. During the phone
conversation with Iran’s
newly elected president,
Obama saw the “prospect of
moving beyond that difficult
history,” meaning the lack
of direct communication
and
previous
hostilities
between both countries.
President Rouhani stated
that Iran will never develop
nuclear weapons, and Obama
agreed to respect Iran’s
access to peaceful nuclear
energy, while in accordance
to the NPT. Though it may
simply be a part of the “lather,
rinse, repeat” pattern, both
presidents and countries are
hopeful that this conversation
will be a breakthrough and
the beginning to a new
relationship
with
Iran.
The
Monterey
Bay
Chapter of the UNA USA
welcomes members. Student
membership is $10 for a
year. Membership involves
no
time
commitment,
but
volunteering
for
events
is
appreciated.
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In Memory of: Jesse Baza
Elizabeth Hensley, Staff Reporter
EHENSLEY@CSUMB.EDU

Cal
State
University
Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
continues to mourn the loss
of Jesse Baza, 19, a sophmore
Biology major from Ventura,
California. He fell from a
balcony at Pinnacles Hall on
Saturday, Sept. 28. Jesse is
remembered by friends and
fellow classmates
for loving The
Beatles,
being
"riciduliously
smart" especially
in
Biology,
passionate
about skating, and able to
connect honestly with his
peers. As of Sept. 30, there
are no official plans for a
memorial. However, in front
of Pinnacles Hall students

have created a tribute to
Jesse, morning his loss and
celebrating his life.
According to Jessebaza.
weebly.com, he had many
interests and plans for the
future. "I'm going to join the
Outdoor Adventures Club
next semester" he wrote in his
2012 Reflection, and " I might
look further into founding
a skateboarding
club." It is also
apparent that he
enjoyed his time
at CSUMB as
he writes 'Tve made some
of the best friends I've had
all my life here at CSUMB."
Knowing how fond Jesse
was
of
skateboarding,
some have written "Skate
in Peace" at the memorial.

"Skate In
Peace"

STUDENTS LEAVE MESSAGES FOR JESSE

STUDENT (WHO WISHED TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS)
VISITING THE MEMORIAL

FRIENDS LEAVE SKATEBOARDS AT THE MEMORIAL IN HONOR OF JESSE

ALL PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
LLARITZA RODRIGUEZ

Arts & Entertainment
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Carmel
Art
and
Film
Festival
Bringing
of
the Monterey Peninsula
a Triage

Chantelle Edwards, Staff Reporter
CHEDWARDS@CSUMB.EDU

Art, photography, and film
will line the streets of Carmel
as art enthusiasts celebrate
the Fourth Annual Art and
Film Festival. The five-day
event will take place in the
quaint storybook town of
Carmel-By-The-Sea from
October 9-13, 2013.
The event will feature
film,
art,
photography,
and music creating an
exquisite trio of events.
Contemporary art, hand
selected independent films
of all different categories,
and an eclectic musical
component will all fuse
together bringing Carmel-

Art & Film to

by-the-Sea an enriching five
day experience. The events
will be dispersed throughout
Carmel-By-The-Sea with the

is a featured artist whose
artwork is the fundamental
element of the art portion.
This year, George Rodrigue,

emerging artists. This year’s
headliners are still being
determined, but according
to the Carmel art and film

Carmel Sunset Center as its
primary location. It will be an
entertaining week with the
array of festivities in hopes
of meeting onlooker and
participant style and taste.
Art is a huge component in
this festival. Each year there

the owner of Rodrigue
Studios is Carmel’s 2013
featured artist, who is most
known for his iconic “Blue
Dog” paintings.
Throughout the week,
there will also be a mixture of
music performed by local and

website, “Carmel Art and
Film is planning another getout-of-your-chair-and-dance
line-up.”
Starting
October
10
film screenings will begin.
The
different
categories
of films include narrative,

documentaries, short and
student films. These films will
be shown all over the Carmel
area including the Sunset
Center, the Golden Bough
Playhouse, and the Carmel
High School Performing Arts
Center.
On Friday night there will
be a special film screening
on the sands of the beautiful
Carmel Beach. Additionally
there will be two Cal State
University alumni attending
the event in which they will
be showcasing their film
“FortyYears FromYesterday.”
For more information or to
buy day passes as well as all
access passes go online to
www.carmelartandfilm.com.

Discounts Galore! $$$$$$$$
Local Businesses with Cheap Prices or Student Discounts
Chantelle Edwards, Staff Reporter
CHEDWARDS@CSUMB.EDU

College can be the most
exciting time in a person’s
life, but also the most
expensive. At times, one
might be constantly living
on a budget, never able to
breathe easily without the
nagging reminder of debt.
Spending time ransacking
the apartment, car or wallet
for loose change to pay for
the expenses on your list is
a common theme among
college students. Before all
hope is lost, check out these
discounts that could help
save time and hard earned
cash.
DINING
• Archie’s American Diner:
40’s themed restaurant
located in Pacific Grove,
great for burgers and
shakes. Offer a 15% off
student discount
• Denny’s Monterey: Open
24 hours a day. Offering
15% off student discount

• Forge In The Forest: Cute,
outdoor,
dog-friendly
restaurant
located
in
down town Carmel. Great
for dates! 10% off student
discount.
• Pelican
Pizza:
Offers
anything from salads to
subs to delicious desserts.
$3 student discount off
entire meal.
• Red’s Donuts: Local pastry
shop, awesome for a quick
grab n’ go snack before
class.
20% off student
disc.
• Siamese Bay Restaurant:
Offers
an
array
of
delicious Thai food. Try
their chicken Pad Thai, it
is said to be the best! 10%
off student disc.
• Wild Thyme Deli & Café
Organic
café
offering
delicious
sandwiches,
salads and desserts. 10%
off student discount.
• Subway: Get your fresh
subs and receive a 10%
student discount

• Buffalo Wild Wings: Grill
and bar restaurant. Fun
gathering spot for sports
enthusiasts or for those
who just LOVE wings. 10%
off student disc.
• Yama Sushi: Located in
the Del Monte Shopping
Center offering a wide
range
of
delicious
authentic Japanese food.
Rolls are ALWAYS 50% off
TECHNOLOGY
• Green’s Camera World:
10% off student disc.
• Apple: offers a new back
to school discount every
year.
• Amazon: One stop online
discount shop. Amazon
offers students several
discounts such as free two
day shipping and email
alerts for discounts and
promotions.
• Microsoft:
This
year
Microsoft came out with
their new touchscreen
PCs, offering 10% off as
well as a free copy of Office

365 University with the
purchase of select models.
• HP:
offering
various
discounts up to $400
on laptops, PC's and
accessories,
plus
free
shipping.
• Norton
Software:
Students receive up to
50% off some of their most
popular products.
• Inkjet Willy: Save 10%
on remanufactured and
compatible
ink
and
toner with coupon code
WILLY10.
DATE NIGHT
• Monterey Bay Aquarium:
$31-95 Student Admission
• Osio Cinema: Calling all
Indie film lovers! This is
the place for the latest top
Indie films conveniently
located on down town
Alvarado Street. They
provide a $6.75 student
discount.
• Monterey
Museum
of Art: MMA has two
different locations and
hosts different exhibitions
as well as permanent

collections. A great way
to spend a day or evening!
Offers a $5 admission to
students.
SHOPPING
• Ann Taylor: Offers stylish
polished
clothing
for
women. Receive a 20% off
discount on next purchase.
• J.Crew: High quality, chic
women’s clothing. 15% off
student discount
• Banana Republic: Modern
clothing for men and
women. 15% off student
discount.
• Sally’s Beauty Supply:
Get salon brand products
at great prices!
• Charlotte Russe: 10% off
in store discount
• Eddie Bauer: 15% off on
regular-priced
merchandise in-store with
valid student ID
• The Limited: offers 15%
off student disc.
• Urban Outfitters: Clothing,
shoes, accessories and
house ware. 10% off
student discount.

Arts & Entertainment
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Film, Music, Culture and Community
Days and Nights Festival Featuring Philip Glass
Llaritza Rodriguez, Staff Reporter

Saturday
Saturday’s
program
begins with screenings free
of charge. Juan Ramirez,
Community
Outreach
Coordinator, helped organize
the day’s events.
The first is titled “A Sense
of Place: Young Filmmakers,”
made up of 18 shorts by
young filmmakers from all
over the world, “there were
over 150 submissions, most
of them from organizations
that work with the youth,”
said Juan Ramirez, “this is
the fifth year we’ve had this
program.”
Also included “William
and the Windmill,” which
Ramirez describes as a
Aim about “a young boy
who learned how to build
windmills just by looking at a
book,” and as a consequence
was able to provide energy
for his family.

LLRODRIGUEZ@CSUMB.EDU

The Monterey Bay Film
Society partnered with worldrenowned and influential
American composer, Philip
Glass, to present the Days
and Nights Festival, a festival
that aims at “encompassing
and nurturing the arts in a
way that welcomes the future
while exploring the seminal
developments in the arts
throughout history.”
The Days and Nights
Festival premieres
on
Wednesday, Oct. 2 and will
run until Sunday Oct. 6 at
the Sunset Center in Carmel.
The grand finale will occur at
the Henry Miller Library in
Big Sur.
The festival’s opening
event is "Powaqqatsi", scored
by Phillip Glass, who will
present at the screening with
its director, Godfrey Reggio.

Friday
Friday,
Oct.
4
film
screenings at the Sunset
Center in Carmel are free
of charge. Beginning at
1 p.m. the first screening
“Rebels with a Cause” is
a documentary by Nancy
Kelly and Kenji Yamamoto.
It shows the story of citizens
who were able to rise above all
odds to keep developers from
taking over the California
coast.
At 3 p.m. the show titled
“Homegrown
Films,”
a
“debut of the region’s first
ever program of locally made
films, includes two titles that
explore primary connections
among parents and children
in
relation
to
specific
landscapes.”
The first screening of

PHILIP GLASS COMPOSING ON THE PIANO.

"Homegrown Films" with
Soyeon Kim’s “Ahco on
the Road,” an animation
featuring a baby elephant,
Ahco, and the separation he
experiences from his mother
and trip back home.
The second featured film is

“Silencio.” Directed by Luis
Camara, this film focuses on
the relationship between a
child and his mother who is
about to abandon him.
At 8 p.m. the first evening
is marked with the String
Ensemble Concert Series.

photo provided by: wikimedia commons

The ensemble
includes
players like Franz Schubert,
Philip Glass, Nico Muhly,
Bryce Dessner, and Robert
Schumann.
Questions
and Answers with the
filmmakers follow each of the
screenings.

Sunday
The event’s finale is
brought together with a
picnic lunch on Sunday,
Oct. 5 at the Henry Miller
Memorial Library. Philip
Glass will be offering a solo
performance.
The Days and Nights
Festival is an opportunity to
appreciate art and celebrate
a
community
brought
together by the magic of
these musical screenings, to
simultaneaously honor the
filmmakers and musicians
behind them. The film
screenings are free and
open for the public. Tickets
for seating at the concerts
are
available
through
daysandnightsfestival.com.
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Academic Skills
Achievement Program
Free Tutoring for CSUMB Students!
Tutoring Hours:
Sundays: 4-8pm
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays: 10am-8pm

Contact ASAP:
Phone: 831-582-4104
Email: asap@csumb.edu
In Person: T&A Library, 2nd floor
Appointments: http://asap.csumb.edu/appointments
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WSharks
ill 2013 be the Year of the Shark?
Get Ready to Sink Their Teeth
Into the New Hockey Season

SHARKS CAPTAIN JOE THORNTON (LEFT) AND SOME OF
THE NEWER SHARKS WARM UP BEFORE THE GAME.

Nick Ke, Staff Reporter
TKE@CSUMB.EDU

Oct. 3 marks the start of
the
2013-2014
National
Hockey
League
regular
season, and tonight the San
Jose Sharks are looking
to take a bite out of the
visiting Vancouver Canucks.
The
Sharks
start the
regular season with
a
preseason
record of four
wins, one loss and one
overtime defeat after facing
the Vancuover Canucks,
Anaheim Ducks and the
Phoenix Coyotes late last
month. The Sharks are looking
to carry over their success
into the regular season.
Alongside team veterans
Joe
Thornton,
Patrick
Marleau, Brent Burns and
Marc-Edouard Vlasic, are
newcomers
like
rookie
centerman Tomas Hertl,
San Jose’s 1st round draft
pick back in 2012. Hertl has
been finding ways to light
the goal lamp on multiple
occasions in the pre-season.
Whether or not he will have
a spot on the roster this

ALL PHOTOS BY
NICK KE

season still remains to be
seen. Tyler Kennedy, whom
the Sharks had acquired
during the summer break
is another player Sharks
fans will be expecting a lot
from. The former Pittsburgh
Penguin has what the
Sharks are looking for in
a high caliber centerman.
“He’s a guy that for us
fits perfectly with how we
want to play and the type of
ingredients that he brings
filling out our top nine,” said
Sharks General Manager,
Doug Wilson in an article
by The Associated Press.
Long-time Sharks fan, Cal
State University Monterey
Bay(CSUMB) senior, Justine
Alexander, is ready for the
2013-14 season, and is looking
forward to seeing rising
star, Logan Couture and left
winger, Raffi Torres. “He
(Couture) had his best season
ever last year. I’m also really
excited to see Torres play a
full season, I’m a huge Raffi
fan,”
said
Alexander.
Earlier this month, Sharks
centerman, Logan Couture

spoke with NHL.com about
what the Sharks needed to do
in order to succeed this year.
“We need to continue the
way we finished the year last
year,” said Couture. “From
the deadline onto the playoffs,
we played the proper way that
we wanted to play. We played
fast, played well at home and
that’s something we need
to continue,” said Couture.
There are a number of
unanswered
questions
circling the Sharks this
season. Is more help in goal
needed now that the team’s
back-up
goalie,
Thomas
Greiss has been picked up
by the Phoenix Coyotes on
free agency? Alex Stalock
from the team’s American
Hockey
League
affiliate,
the Worchester Sharks, has
emerged as the man who
will fill the void left behind
by Greiss to support goalie,
Antti Niemi. Stalock has not
had much time in between
the pipes for the Sharks, but
that will likely change over
the long 82 game season.
How will injuries effect
the team? After injuring
his right knee in a collision
with Anaheim Ducks right
wing, Emerson Etem, Sharks
left winger Raffi Torres is
expected to miss the first three

to four months of the season
after undergoing surgery.
Despite
the
questions
surrounding the Sharks,
Alexander and many other
CSUMB Otters are confident
that this will be the year
that Sharks will bring the
championship to the Shark
Tank. “I think after trading
Douglas Murray and Ryan

Clowe and seeing how they did
so well, I think we’ve got it.”
Tune in tonight at 7:00
p.m. as the Sharks look to
draw first blood against
the Vancouver Canucks,
on television on CSN Bay
Area and on the radio at
98.5
FM,
KFOX.

FORMER SHARKS DEFENSEMAN BRENT BURNS HAS

FOUND A NEW HOME ON THE RIGHT WING.

Sports/Opinion
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Big Fines Fail to Deter Dirty Hits in NFL
League Struggles to Find a Punishment that Would Discourage Players from Excessive Violence

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ESPN.COM

NDAMUKONG SUH GETTING A TALKING TO AFTER HIS HIT ON VIKINGS
CENTER, JOHN SULLIVAN.

Vanessa Boon, Staff Reporter
VBOON@CSUMB.EDU

Players in the National
Football League (NFL) can
be fined for anything from
sock violations to dirty hits.
The increase of blocking
and hit violations occurring
this season, along with
frequent repeat offenders,
gives the impression that
the money is not everything
in
professional
football.
In this 2013 season, more
fines have been given to
players than usual. The
fine that sparked the most
controversy is Ndamukong
Suh of the Detroit Lions

$100,000
fine
for
an
illegal block. This was not
Suh’s first offense, and has
proven ever since that it
will not be his last dirty hit.
At the beginning of the
season, an official list of
all the fines a player can
receive during an NFL
game is handed out to
players and posted
in all Club Houses.
While
there
is
only a limit to the
minimum amount
a player can be
fined, the maximum
amount is up to
the
commissioner.
In the NFL Collective
Bargaining Agreement, it
explains that a player who is
a known repeat offender will
be penalized worse. While
each case is situational, the
time during the game is
also a factor in determining
the amount of the fine.
Many NFL players have
continued
to
conduct
themselves in this manner,
even after being fined

thousands
of
dollars,
including Suh. The question
that comes to mind when
watching
these
repeat
offenders is why are NFL

the problem of dirty playing.
Missing a star player in an
NFL game could affect the
way the team plays, and cause
disappointment for the fans.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
safety, Dashon Goldson,
turned
his
one
game
suspension into a $100,000
fine. That was the outcome
he appealed to, and the fact
that it happened so easily
proves that being fined is not
an adequate punishment to
deter dirty play in the NFL.
Sujeiry Guzman, Junior,
of the women’s rugby team
explained in an interview with
The Otter Realm “in rugby
there is no hit that one should
be fined for because when
you go on the field you know
what you are signing up for.
Football players should know
their consequences as well.”
Professional
football

players do know. They know
what they sign up for when
an official list stating all
the possible fines is handed
out at the beginning of
the season, yet they still
continue to act a certain way.
Many of these NFL players
serve as role models to young
athletes by their consistent
acts with child charities.
These children, as well as high
school and college athletes,
are exposed to dirty playing
and
these
lackadaisical
attitudes towards money
on
national
television.
This contributes to the
ideal that the fine isn’t
important,
the
illegality
isn’t important, and all
that matters is the win. The
only true way to show these
repeat offending players the
severity of their dirty play is
to bench them by suspension.

"" In rugby, when
you go on the field
you know what you are
signing up for"

players still playing dirty even
after receiving large fines?
In an interview with The
Otter Realm, Kinesiology
senior Austin Slayday said,
“The money doesn’t even
bother him (Suh),” and that
“He should be suspended.”
Suspension seems like it
would be a good solution to
PHOTO BY
VANESSA BOON
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Men in Pink
Raising Awareness About Male Breast Cancer

Jenna Bandy, Staff Reporter
JBANDY@CSUMB.EDU

Just because breast cancer
is seen most in women,
people need to be aware that
men can get it too. Health
organizations always have
publicity about women with

breast cancer, and just
because rates are higher in
women; 1 in every 8, it does
not mean that it is right
to completely ignore the
possibilities in men. Their
suffering is relevant too.
Women are encouraged
to check their breasts
for changes and have
mammograms
as
recommended; men on the
other hand, often ignore the
early signs of breast cancer.
According to the American
Cancer Society, one in 1,000
men is diagnosed with
breast cancer in his lifetime
and about one man every
day in the United States is
killed by the disease. In my
opinion, that is a statistic
that should not be ignored.

Even though risks are
higher in women, men are
still at lower but measurable
risk for breast cancer. Signs
of breast cancer in men are
similar to that in women;
lumps, dimpled or puckered
skin, a red, scaly nipple or
skin and fluid discharge.
Men exposed to radiation,
having high estrogen levels,
and histories of family
breast cancer are all risk
factors for male breast
cancer. Treatments include
mastectomy;
which
is
surgery to remove the breast,
radiation and chemotherapy.
Daniel Cohen, a sophomore
business student here at Cal
State University Monterey
Bay, said in an interview with
the Otter Realm, “I had no

idea that men can get breast
cancer. I only thought that
was possible in women.”
I believe it is not the fault
of men that they are unaware
of this possibility, but the
publicity in Breast Cancer
Awareness groups is to
blame. Most breast cancer
websites/media are solely
based on women with breast
cancer and men are rarely
mentioned, if not at all. When
one thinks of breast cancer,
automatically
a
woman
comes to mind because of
the female gender stereotype
the media portrays. Men
suffer from this disease
too and it is important
that they are given more
publicity, as they deserve.
I believe that if society is

more aware of breast cancer
occurring in men, then men
will be more likely to check
themselves, thus, possibly
preventing the cancer to
escalade. Pink is not a gender
based color anymore, but
universal. Men wear pink,
so spread the awareness.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
MEN SUFFER
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CANCER TOO

Columbus Day, Worth Celebrating?
Nataniol Holiday Misrepresents the Historical Events
Angel Martinez, Staff Reporter
ANGEMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Oct. 14 will mark the 511
anniversary of the day
Christopher
Columbus
arrived and identified the
East Indies by mistake. Many
people have no idea how we
came to celebrate such a day.
Some argue that Columbus’
“discovery” of the Americas
benefitted us, while others
explain it is a tradition. These
arguments, however, pose
some important questions.
Who are we talking about
when we say that Columbus’
discovery benefitted “us?”
Columbus lands in what
we now know today as the
Bahamas.
Claiming this
“newly discovered” land in
the name of Spain, Columbus
completely dismissed the
fact that other humans

were already occupying the
land for thousands of years.
He
demonstrated
no
compassion when he enslaved
the people he encountered.
He showed no mercy when
he and his men murdered
multiple people and raped
women and young girls.
These are things we fail to
consider as a nation when this
time of year comes around.
We do not acknowledge
that indigenous people had
massive suicides throughout
the Caribbean. Thousands
of indigenous people were
forced into slavery and
worked to death, only to be
replacedby slaves from Africa.
These atrocities are in no way
exclusive to the Bahamas.
When people say the
Columbus’
discovery
of
America benefitted “us”,
I don’t believe their idea

PORTRAIT OF
CHRISTOPHER
COLUMBUS

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
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of “us” is inclusive of
everyone on this country,
much less these continents
that we call the Americas.
There is no reason the
nations should celebrate
a day in the name of
Columbus. The fact that
Congress
and
President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
agreed to make Columbus
Day a national holiday was
insensitive and disrespectful.
John Trudell, a well
known
poet,
musician,
author, and political activist,
respectfully stated in a 2011
interview, "I think asking
Native people to celebrate
Columbus Day is like asking
Americans
to
celebrate
Osama Bin Laden Day."
Only Osama Bin Laden did
not enslave any Americans,
nor did he steal from this
land and claim it as his own.

Why is it that we as a
nation demonize some, and
glorify others when they both
are responsible for multiple
deaths of people on this land?
Tradition does not justify
blindly celebrating a day, nor
does it justify insensitivity
toward other human beings.
As long as we continue to
be lied to about the history
of the world, and as long
as we fail to learn the truth,
the atrocities of history will
continue to repeat themselves
and we will continue to suffer.
It is not about pointing
the finger and blaming
individuals or groups, it
is
about
acknowledging
what
happened
and
learning from it so that we
can progress as a people.

Opinion
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Editorial Policy
The Otter Realm is a bi-monthly student publication produced
by the HC0M 389 and HC0M 489 classes. Opinions expressed
herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the Otter Realm,
CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or the college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training
lab for students who wish to develop journalism
skills, and it is a forum for free expression of campus
issues and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will
determine what to print on these pages. The Editorial
Board reserves the right to edit for libel, space or clarity.
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Give me liberty or give me
a sex toy! Yes, sex toys are
the new craze for those
wanting to express their
right for sexual liberation
and
experimentation.
The art of sex is impacting
the world and it seems
like new inventions are
coming out on the market
daily. Sex toys have been a
useful product to those in
long distance relationships,
and those looking to spice
up their sex lives with
their
significant
other.
Kiawna Brewster, fourth
year English Student at
Sacrament State University,
has been in a long distance
relationship for three years
now. Her boyfriend lives
in Italy, and they try to
be as intimate as much as
possible. Thanks to Skype
and sex toys, she and her
boyfriend are able to keep
their relationship strong.
When asked if they she uses
sex toys in her relationship,
Brewster responded, “I do,
he just masturbates! And
tells me basically what he
would like me to do,” Out
of the two toys she owns,
one was purchased for her
boyfriend for Valentine’s
Day, and the other the
couple shopped for together.
With this growing market,
people are not limited
to just one type of toy.
There are over hundreds
of different types of sex
toys appealing to the needs

of both men and women.
At Monterey’s Freemont
Adult
Bookstore
(FAB)
70 percent of sex toys are
purchased by men. Dawn
Aquino, manager and owner
of FAB, is looking into making
this establishment “more
student and women friendly.”
The Otter Realm asked
students,
“What’s
your
favorite part about sex?”
Karly
Beavers,
fourth
year
Psychology
Major,
and
Community
Health
Education Minor responded,
“My favorite part is that
there are so many different
aspects of it; I like its
importance in the world.”
When asked how she
felt when people used
the word “deflowered” or
referred to “losing your
virginity,” Beavers said it’s
more of a "Sexual Debut"
than
anything
because
you didn't lose anything
you "gained" something.
With
the
opportunities
available
for
sexual
exploration
and freedom, the idea
of a sex toy can be a fun
option for yourself, or
your
significant
other.
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A Project of
Everyone’s

Harvest
CHELSEA HOWE (RIGHT) HELPS STUDENTS EXPLORE
THEIR OPTIONS AT THE CSUMB FARM STAND

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ESTELLA PORRAS

Bringing Fresh, Local,
Organic Produce and
Flowers to CSUMB
Raymond Costello, Online Editor
RCOSTELLO@CSUMB.EDU

THE CSUMB FARM STAND GETS ALL OF ITS PRODUCTS
FROM THE SURROUNDING SALINAS VALLEY

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JEFF BROWN ON FLICKR COMMONS

The scent of fresh flowers,
the aroma of ripe produce,
and a splash of harvest
colors fill students’ senses
every Tuesday from 12p.m.
to 3p.m. near the Library
Café at Cal State Monterey
Bay’s (CSUMB) Everyone’s
Harvest
Farm
Stand.
In
a
press
release
from its organizers, an
“Everyone’s Harvest Farm
Stand” is here to offer fresh
fruits,
vegetables,
nuts
and
flowers
purchased
on the day of or the night
before Everyone’s Harvest
certified Farmers’ Market.
All items sold support
the many local small-scale
farmers at our Certified
Farmers’ Markets, some of
which serve low-income or
working class communities.
Everyone’s Harvest runs a
Farm Stand in a location
where the estimated number
of customers will not
support a group of farmers.
A Farm Stand meets
communities’ needs for fresh
local organic produce, and

at the same time supports
small-scale farmers
and
Certified Farmers’ Markets.
Everyone’s Harvest envisions
a Farm Stand attracting
enough
customers
for
future expansion into a
Certified Farmers Market.
A number of volunteers
have come together to
bring
CSUMB
students
a
weekly
Everyone’s
Harvest
Farm
Stand.
Chelsea Howe,
Senior
and environmental science
technology and policy major
is the premier organizer
of the farm stand, and
alongside
a few other
volunteers, Christina David
(Grad student, coastal and
watershed science and policy
program) and Stephanie
Yee (Sophomore, marine
science), are hoping the farm
stand will eventually grow
into a full on Farmers’ Market.
In order for the program
to grow, more volunteers
may be needed.
Anyone
interested in helping in
helping out is encouraged
to
contact
Chelsea
at
chowe@csumb.edu
for
more
details.

People on Campus
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Do you prefer warm or cold weather?
"I like it when it's colder and rainy.
I grew up in Orange County where it's
sunny every day, so I like the change."
Alexandra Davis
_ Cinematic Arts & Technology, 5th Year

to take the bus. But I love sitting
by a window with a cup of tea."
Denise Kelly
Cinematic Arts & Technology, Senior

"I'd rather go

"I don't like the sun,

when it's sunny;
you're more in
the mood."

I prefer the cold - even
if it is bitter."

Gerardo Santiago
Computer Science, Senior

Sofia Kubass
Business, Freshman

"I actually prefer when it's
cold and rainy because I'm
inside and I'm dry."
Ashlei Ripoyla
Alumni in the credential program

"Warm and sunny because I have

"I prefer when it's
sunny because I have
to walk to all my
classes."
William Allen
Cinematic Arts & Technology, Freshman

"I prefer to go when it's cloudy
because I ride my bike. I don't
want to run people over, and the
sun gets in my eyes."
D.J. Freeman
Marine Science, Freshman

